
 

Newsletter 3
This last group of hunters provided us with a lot of fun and distractions! 

Gary Martin, one of our USA agents, was here with his group of hunters. He brought his 
daughter Allison along as did Blake Patton whose daughter’s name is also Allison.  

Tom Luffel and Ennis Schneider completed the group, and we sure hope they enjoyed it so 
much that they will return in the near future. 

Eric Antisdale and his friend, Emerson Bloomfield (aka Super Duper) killed two birds with 
one stone.  They flew via Europe to visit family on the way to their Safari.  They had to 
have their bow equipment shipped ahead of time to avoid problems in Europe.  Luckilly 
Emerson had the foresight to bring along Old Trusty Rusty (his old bow), as his bow 
broke on the hunt.  Super duper could carry on hunting with Trusty Rusty while his
bow was being repaired.  

Steve Martin brought along his 16 year old daughter, Shelby, and not being a 
shy girl - she gave back as good as she got when being ragged by the hunters
around the fire at night.  Shelby took her first archery animal on this trip. 

Koury Kahler and Robert Luce were here at the same time as Steve.
Robert and his wife, Marilyn, really saw Africa as they visited Sun 
City before coming on the hunt and planned to visit Kruger 
National Park and Cape Town after the hunt.

Chris Wright and his group were in our last hunting group
and they all had a great time. Chris and his friend 
Bobby Jetton were the two jokers in the group while
Cam McClain and Ryan Schinderwolf completed 
the group. We especially enjoyed Chris’ gift to 
his PH at the end of the hunt....Nice one Chris!

Jason Tjaden and Watson Okubo were
also here at the same time as Chris’ 
group. Watson is our first hunter 
from Hawaii, and he entertained
everyone with the different 
tales of their customs on 
the island. 

Watson also introduced 
us to the most 
delicious blend of 
coffee.. pity we
can’t purchase
that here in 
South Africa
as we have
all become 
addicts!



We went on a 10 day Archery hunt in South Africa with Dries Visser
Safaris whom I book hunts for. 

There was six of us including mine and Blake Patton’s daughter  
which both are named Allison! 

Tom Luffel and Ennis Schneider also joined us. We had a fabulous hunt!!
Friendships we made and other ones improved. Hunting was Great! We

were very successful. 
God watched over us!! Safe travels and great people.

Tom Luffel
Although all my hunts were great, I believe my kudu hunt was the highlight.  I, like most first time hunters
to Africa, had the kudu at the top of my list.  On the 4th day of my hunt we went to a large farm to hunt
for a big kudu.  Johan, my PH, said this area had very big kudu. We were looking for something in the 55”
range.  We got to a blind first thing in the morning but the wind was wrong and the kudu would not come 
in.  We decided to move to another blind but thankfully it was occupied by Gary and Hein who were in our

hunting group.  Johan had brought a pop-up blind and a worker on the farm took us to a water hole 
that had no blind and had not been hunted.  We got the trackers to cut some brush and we brushed in the
pop-up and got in the blind around 12:00.  We saw some excellent nyala over the next few hours, as well
as waterbuck.  Around 3:30 some kudu came in.  There was a couple of bulls, one of which looked good 

with deep curls.  They spooked and ran off before I could shoot.  I asked Johan how big he was, and he said
54 - 55” and we should shoot him if we get the chance.  At around 4:00pm these same animals started
to come in.  The big bull returned by himself and after drawing and letting down a couple of times, it 

looked like he was leaving.  I rushed my shot and made a bad one, but luckily I had hit liver. After the shot,
I looked at Johan and could see he was shaking.  He said that was a big kudu and I think he knew this one

was bigger than he thought.  After waiting for Shorty, the tracker, we found the bull about 125 yards away.
After taking pics we put a tape on him and he measured 58 1/2”.  A great trophy, and a great day!

Thank you Johan and Dries Visser Safaris for making my dreams come true! 

Gary Martin
262 994 1374

281 635 6115

    



Expectations of any hunt are always high, but this hunt exceeded any thoughts I had.  
I found the hunts to be a challenge and an adventure. Each day was better than 

the preceding day!  The quality of the game is very good on all the ranches I hunted, 
I was lucky enough to take all the animals I wanted. 

 Hopefully I will be back someday to hunt other species. The PH’s and staff treated
 me with respect and were all eager to see to my needs.  

Enough cannot be said about the diligence of my PH and tracker.  The meals were ex-
tremely good as I wanted to taste all the wild game meat.  The extra distance my PH 

went for me shows the quality of people who are a part of this operation. 
 I will most emphatically recommend to any hunter I know to come to South Africa, 

and to hunt with Dries Visser Safaris.  
This is an outfitter that needs to be recognised by the hunting community.  

Keep up the good work and the best of luck to you.  
Thank you for all the fun and friendship, and of course - the animals! 

May our paths cross again.

281 924 9582

Ennis Schneider



Blake & Allison Patton
713 898 5182



Bobby Jetton

    Kent ZocherGray Cornwell

Eric Antisdale

Emerson Bloomfield, my good friend and hunting companion, drew back his bow and prepared to shoot a Jackal that
 had come in to the waterhole.  When he released, it sounded as if a window had shattered.  It took Emerson and his

 guide Willem a moment to realize that his brand new PSE had come flying apart at the shot.  Thankfully he brought a 
back up bow, a 30 year old PSE affectionately known as “Trusty Rusty”

After a slow start Emerson, William, and Trusty Rusty went on a bender, going on to take 8 one shot kills in 8 straight
 days.  Every shot was a pass through and half died within sight of the blind.  Some of Emerson’s favorites where his 

zebra, gemsbuck, red hartebeest and nyala.
I also had a great hunt and was thrilled to be guided by the world famous Hein Lottering.  Together, Emerson and I 
harvested 18 animals in 14 days.  What a hunt!  We want to thank Dries Visser Jr. and Dave Kidder for putting this 
hunt together for us.  I also want to thank Dries VIsser Sr. for helping me track down my sable.  What a thrill to see

 this legend work a track.

      262 343 2640603 866 0464
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This place is so beautiful. I enjoyed every day
here.  Thank you so much for everything.

I would recommend your outfit to everybody
I talk to.

Hein and Willem are two of the best PH’s
I have ever come across.

This hunt was excellent, thank you so much
(aka Super Duper)

Emerson Bloomfield

The opportunity of a lifetime

Steve Martin and daughter, Shelby  of Rock Springs, Wyoming had the opportunity to experience the hunt
of a lifetime. Shelby Martin, 17, a senior at Rock Springs High School, had the opportunity to travel to 
South Africa on a bowhuting safari trip with her dad.

This hunt started in October of 2011 when I bought a DVD that also entered me in a contest for a
donated 7 day hunt with Dries Visser Safaris.  I was shocked when I got the email from Hillana stating 
that I had won the contest!  After discussing details with Dries, he graciously allowed me to bring my 
daughter along and even allowed her to share in hunting the animals included in the hunt!
On August 26th, 2013 we left Rock Springs and landed in Johannesburg, SA and included 26 continual
hours of travel.  Upon arrival at Dries Visser Safaris Lodge, we were able to experience the South African
culture, food, and customs.  The hospitality at the lodge was great!  With assistance of our PH, Dolf, 
hunting began early in the moring and lasted late into the day for 7 days.  In that time, Shelby success-
fully harvested an impala (her first bow harvest), a red hartebeest, and a Zebra.  I successfully harvested
a kudu and a gemsbuck.  Dolf, worked extremely hard to give us the opportunity to harvest these 
animals, especially the zebra (taken on the last day)!  Shelby stated it best: “This is a once in a lifetime
opportunity that I will not soon forget.  It was wonderful to be able to spend this adventure with my dad.
I met some wonderful people that will stay a part of my life from now on”.  Thanks Dries and staff for a
wonderful experience that we were able to share together!  We look forward to our next trip!

Steve & Shelby Martin

269 217 1154

307 350 0486



Koury Kahler

It was a great time in a beautiful country.  We shared many experiences including her 
first archery harvest.

The operation is first class with the evening dinners out 
by the fire, sharing success stories from the day.

We saw many species of animals and took lots of photos
in the great African air.

Met some great people and will miss the hospitality

Dries Visser runs a top notch outfit.  I researched outfitters for a few years, and everything
I learned kept pointing me in the direction of Dries Visser Safaris.  So I booked an October

hunt.
What a Hunt!!  I harvested every animal on my list and made many memories.  My PH

Manuel, did everything possible to get me opportunities for quality animals.
The accommodation was excellent and the food was terrific.

It was a trip of a lifetime.

214 693 2995



Robert  Luce

This was my second trip to Africa, but my first with Dries Visser Safaris.
  It was an amazing adventure to hunt for the gemsbuck and zebra that 

I had been waiting for since my first safari. 
The accommodation was great and the nights around the fire listening to 

everyone’s stories made the trip even better!
The highlight of my trip has to be the honey badger!  It was an exciting 
hunt that turned into a long evening as we worked to recover him from 

the aardvark hole he ran into after the shot.  My PH Geoff did an 
amazing job!  I cannot wait to bring my boys with me next time.

Jason Tjaden

847 899 1812

319 721 9886



My Buffalo hunt was arranged by Dries Visser in the 
Waterberg Mountains.  After a 2 hour drive, from Citadel, 
we dropped off our gear and began setting up for the hunt 
which I thought would begin next morning.  After setting 
up the tree stand and taking some practice shots, my PH, 
Willem  said that the buffalo was coming and to get ready.  

Two  bulls came within 30 yards and Willem told me to 
shoot the one with the scars and aim for an oval scar on his 
side.  I hit 2 inches above the scar, arrow went through one
 rib and hit the lung before breaking off.  The bull was old 
with huge bosses and a lot of scars.  A tremendous trophy.  

We loaded the buffalo into the Toyota Landcruiser, 
got our gear, and made the return trip to Citadel in time 

for dinner.  
The set was great and I was lucky.  I spent 10 days last
 year in Zimbabwe, got close many times but no safe

 shot opportunity.

Thanks for a great time.  You run a
first class operation and you have

quality game to hunt.  I enjoyed Willem’s
efforts for me, his patience, and his
skills to make my hunt successful.

He is a true professional, someone you
need to keep!
Watson Okubo

Watson Okubo

Ryan Schinderwolf

713 819 85 76

808 927 3122



My first experience in South Africa with Dries Visser Safaris
was one to remember, and what I would call the experience

of a lifetime.

Day 1 of my safari started the morning with a very nice
impala trophy.  Later that afternoon I harvested a big kudu

 bull out of the same stand.  Day 1 ended above my 
expectations and was a day to remember.

Day 2 started well with a nice warthog, we moved to a dif-
ferent area that afternoon where I harvested one of my most
sought after trophies, a zebra.  After day 2 it really hit home
of the magnitude of quality trophies I had taken - based on
conversations with old friends and new friends around the
fire pit.  One of my greatest experiences of my trip was

dinner at night around the fire, and sharing our daily ex-
periences and harvests. 

 Knowing my first 2 days were exceptional, I could hardly 
sleep at night in anticipation of day 3 - we focused on a

 blue wildebeest that day, and it took all day.  But, an hour
before sunset I harvested a very large blue wildebeest trophy.

Again it exceeded my expectations.

Day 4 we set out for gemsbuck which my PH said would be
 a challenge.  Around luchtime we had a group of zebra come 
in with a very nice stallion in the group.  A second zebra was

on my list, and my PH, Anthony, said that if I wanted 
another zebra - that was the one to take.  What a trophy!
We continued day 4 looking for a gemsbuck bull and were 

welcomed right at the last light of the day. 

 I must say 7 trophies of this class in 4 days is hard to 
describe!  But my video and pictures will tell the story 

back in Texas. 
 I was very blessed by the good Lord above when it came 
to shot opportunity and shot placement, as well as the 

best PH and tracker in camp, Anthony and Martin 
(my opinion of course).

On my last morning I was able to harvest another trophy
warthog.  Also, I must not forget the cook and camp staff for

an outstanding week of good food and service.

Thank you for the hunt of my life!

Bobby Jetton
214 926 1200



My first African hunting experience was with Dries Visser Safaris in 2009. 
  I had an amazing first trip, but my hunt was surprisingly cut short! 

 My wife (who was back home in Texas) delivered our first child almost 7
 weeks  early....just as I was heading out to begin day 5 of my hunt, half way
 around the world!  Needless to say,  I was on the first flight home to meet 

my beautiful new daugther and a few disgruntled  in-laws!  I booked a 
return trip in 2013 with 3 friends,  who would be  hunting Africa for the 
first time. Similar to my first experience with the outfitter and PH, Hein 

Lottering, the return trip was AMAZING! I took 7 trophies and 
completed my second “hunt of a lifetime”. Collectively, we took 25 trophies in 
7 days!  As a longtime bow hunter and hunting outfitter in Texas, I can’t say 

enough about the quality of this operation and the attention to detail.
First class all the way around and these guys know bow hunting!  Believe it or 
not, I’m still married and I will be  returning to Dries Visser Safaris in just a 

few short years.
Looking forward to my next trip!

Cam McClain
806 336 1527

Chris Wright
817 312 1749


